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Here are comments from actual users of WELDTEC’s i-Head interchangeable head TIG
torches.
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“quality of torch over Weldcraft®”
“thank you for making a great torch”
“a great torch”
“works grate”
“very good TIG torch”
“lightweight, flexibility, interchangeability”
“quick + easy operation”
“braided hoses / lightweight”
“flex neck for body”
“ease of use – all positions”
“great products”
“adjustable head, great product”
“really cool torch”
“adjustable angles”
“interchangeable heads an excellent idea”
“awesome”

What are they talking about ? . . . the unique features of WeldTec’s i-Head interchangeable head TIG
torches. There are three different torch series, 1) flex neck torch bodies, 2) swivel ball joint torches,
3) rotating head torches. The flex neck and ball joint models have 9 different style or angle heads that
interchange and can be mounted on a common torch body. These unique torches allow the welder to
change the torch configuration in minutes for access to difficult weld locations making the difficult jobs
easier.
1. FLEXIBLE NECK TORCH MODELS. The flex neck models, air cooled and water cooled, allow
the torch body to flex so the head can be positioned at various angles. Changing the head style
can be done in minuets with the wrench provided.
2. BALL JOINT MODELS. These unique models feature a swivel ball joint in the neck of the torch
body. Available as air cooled or water cooled, the ball joint allows the head to be repositioned at
different angles and then locked in place with a twist of the torch body. The nine torch heads
shared with the flex neck torches also mount on the ball joint torch body and can be changed in
minuets.
3. ROTO HEAD MODELS. The roto head models, air cooled or water cooled, allow the torch head
to rotate 380 degrees and be locked in position with a simple twist of the torch head. These
unique angled torch bodies in combination with the swivel head gives unlimited angles and
positions of the torch head. This handy torch will reach into almost any weld location.

These i-Head models are called problem solvers as they allow access to difficult weld locations.
They are great for tube and pipe welding as well as sheet metal applications. They are not
recommended for heavy work or thick aluminum materials.
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